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Southeast Asia Regional
Director, WHO
lower-income countries eligible for financial support
through Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance. On certain rich countries placing bulk orders of the
vaccine, she said WHO continues to advocate for and

PRECAUTIONARY SAVINGS GUSH
THROUGH SMALL SAVINGS ROUTE
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ndians pumped nearly ~1 trillion
into small savings schemes during
the first six months of the fiscal year
(2020-21, or FY21) even as the Covid-19
pandemic upended normal life. This is
the highest-ever contribution in savings
deposits and certificates — essentially
the investment instruments targeted at
farmers, senior citizens, the girl child,
salaried class, and labourers — in a
period of six months, underlining how
their role as the piggy bank for the lower
middle class is changing rapidly.
The amount collected in the first half
was 25 per cent more than last year, and
130 per cent more than the average of
the past five years. This includes the
National Savings Certificate, Kisan
Vikas Patra (farmer development certificate), Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana
(scheme for the prosperity of the girl
child), Senior Citizens Savings Scheme,
and deposits in the post office: be it savings, term or recurring deposits.
The money in Public Provident
Fund (PPF), largely held by the salaried
class, was also a record, kissing the
~20,000-crore mark — 46 per cent more
than the April-September average of the
past five years.
Overall, small savings have amassed
~1.17 trillion from April-September —
26 per cent more than the previous year.
But in those six months, the economy
lost 24 per cent in the first three months,
and is slated to lose 10 per cent in the
second quarter. A government official
who overlooks the small savings administration said the affluent are increasingly accessing small savings now. “It is
being observed that the relatively richer
are parking money in these savings. It
has become more broad-based than its
original avatar,” he said. Banks are the
nodal points for enrolling into these
schemes, and that is facilitating inflows,
he added. Another official said that a
cursory analysis of PPF shows that most
of the contributions are coming from
high per capita income urban areas.
D K Joshi, chief economist at CRISIL,
said this is the usual behaviour in risky
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“WHILE THE VACCINE
PIPELINE LOOKS
PROMISING, WE CANNOT
SAY WITH CERTAINTY
WHEN A VACCINE WILL BE
AVAILABLE FOR
ADMINISTRATION TO
POPULATIONS”

A record, this is 25% more than last year, and 130% more than the average of the past five years

137,024

With several countries planning to roll out the Covid vaccine as early as December and
January,
World
Health
Organization’s
(WHO’s)
Southeast Asia Regional
Director Dr Poonam Khetrapal
Singh told Business Standard
that the earliest that vaccine
doses could be available is
early- to mid-2021.
She said that even the front
runners will take a few months
to complete the Phase 3 trials
and evaluate the efficacy and
safety of individual vaccines.
Add to this the time taken for
licensure, authorisation for
use, and mass production after
the trials have been completed.
The Covax facility — a specially created financial instrument to help countries get
equitable access to Covid vaccines — requires $2 billion this
year and another $5 billion in
2021 to meet the targeted vaccine coverage, according to
WHO estimates.
So far, 187 countries and
economies have signed up for
the Covax facility, including
self-financing ones and 92

emphasise that the response to
the pandemic must be collective. “No one is safe until everyone is safe.” Currently, around
200 candidate vaccines are at
some stage of development. Of
these, at least 45 candidate
vaccines are in human trials.
About 10 are in Phase 3 trials.
Several others in Phases 1 or 2
will enter the third phase in
the next two months. “While
the vaccine pipeline looks
promising, we cannot say with
certainty when a vaccine will
be available for administration
to populations.”
Among the front runners
are the University of OxfordAstraZeneca vaccine, Sinovac,
Sinopharm, CanSino vaccines
being developed by the Beijing
Institute of Biotechnology, the
Beijing Institute of Medical
Products, and the Wuhan
Institute of Biological Products
Company; Russia’s Sputnik V
being developed by the
Gamaleya Research Institute of
Epidemiology and Microbiology; Moderna-National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases vaccine; the vaccine
being produced by Janssen
Pharmaceutica; and the PfizerBioNTech vaccine.
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Covid effect: Small savings cross
~1-trn mark in first 6 months
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Vaccine unlikely before
middle of 2021, says WHO
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For bank savings deposits, data from the first fortnight of April to the last fortnight of September is considered, as the last fortnight of March has an unusual jump
in deposits owing to closing of the financial year
Source: Controller General of Accounts, Reserve Bank of India

times. “The data reflects the proclivity
to save as a precaution. Savings in most
countries go up during such times,” he
said. The massive jump in collection by
small savings instruments assumes
greater significance if we look at bank
deposits during this period, especially
demand deposits which broadly represent the savings deposit accounts. The
period under consideration is from the
middle of April till the end of September
since the March-end data for
deposits
distorts
the
numbers.
Small savings have been
offering a healthy premium
of about 40 basis points (bps)
for a one-year term deposit,
and more than 250 bps over the bank
savings deposit, in times of pandemic.
The spread was higher in 2019.
For two years on the trot, small savings inflow has been more than the
incremental savings bank deposits. In
April-September of 2019-20 (FY20),
bank demand deposits accretion was
very low at ~40,000 crore from midApril to end-September. Small savings
collection was ~93,000 crore.
This year, in the same period, citizens

have deposited ~1 trillion, and small savings collections have touched ~1.2 trillion. This is a sharp departure from the
earlier trend. In the past few years, incremental savings bank deposits have been
2-5x the collection in small savings in
the first half of the fiscal year.
Time deposits or fixed deposits, on
the other hand, have seen an accretion
of ~4.5 trillion in April-September, substantially higher than the past three
years’ average. This could
mean that while people are
preferring small savings
instruments over savings
bank deposits, money flow
into banks through longterm deposits has also
bulged considerably, further showing
risk-aversion tendencies.
Since 2010-2015, contributions
towards small savings were weak, as
boom in housing and construction, as
well as gold demand, had surged. It is
only after 2017 that they began to rise,
and beat the previous year’s collection
every year.
Till about late 1990s, small savings
were a part of the Consolidated Fund of
India: that is to say, the small monies

people contributed till that time went
into the government spending account
directly. This changed when the
National Small Savings Fund (NSSF)
was established as a public account. The
Union as well as state governments took
loans from it to finance fiscal deficit, till
about 2016, when most states (barring
four) were exempt from mandatory borrowing from the NSSF.
From that point in time, the Union
government became the top borrower
from the NSSF. It gradually began to dig
deeper into the annual small savings collections to finance its fiscal deficit (the
shortfall between its revenue and expenditure). Its borrowing from the NSSF
went up 5x, from ~52,465 crore in 201516 to ~2.4 trillion in FY20 (provisional
accounts) and FY21 (Budget Estimate).
If the current rate of growth in small
savings collection continues, the government may lift more money from the
NSSF pool this year. Analysts have
noted that to append the enhanced
market borrowing of ~12 trillion this
year, the government may borrow to the
tune of ~3 trillion from the NSSF, helping the government with deficit financing worth ~15 trillion.

‘Economic momentum will be lost in 2021’
As sporadic lockdowns return across major developed economies with the second wave
of the Covid-19 pandemic, growth is likely to be more resilient in emerging markets, said
ERIC FISHWICK, chief economist at CLSA, and ANTHONY NAFTE, the firm’s senior economist,
in an interview with Puneet Wadhwa on the sidelines of 23rd CITIC CLSA Annual India
Forum. India, CLSA says, will have the weakest growth in 2020 in the Asian region, but
the strongest growth in 2021. Edited excerpts:
What are your expectations for global
growth in 2020, 2021?

Fishwick: Growth in developed economies will weaken in Q4CY20 and
Q1CY21 because of the second wave of
Covid-19. This is already visible in
European data, where lockdowns are
being re-imposed. It is only a matter of
time before US data softens as statelevel lockdowns are now starting to be
re-imposed. The consensus is too optimistic on 2020 growth in developed
economies for this reason. Growth
in emerging markets (EMs) is likely
to be more resilient, as they are
more recent in their emergence
from the ‘first wave’.
Assuming a vaccine is distributed
through 2021, it is almost inevitable that
2021 will see extremely strong GDP
growth numbers. Our Asia ex-Japan
(AxJ) and G3 forecasts for 2021 are the
strongest for a decade. However, it is
the nature of rebounds from economic
shocks that the sequential pace of
growth slackens. This will be hidden by
base effects in YoY growth numbers, but
is already visible in leading countries’
month-on-month or quarter-on-

quarter data profiles. Despite robust
growth headlines, economic momentum will be lost through 2021 and we
see 2022 as a weak year.
How do you see central banks,
especially the US Fed, responding to
the developments?

Fishwick: There has been a clear shift
in how central banks look at inflation
and employment mandates in the persistent low inflation environment of
the 2010s. This has been to
move from regarding low inflation as a target, to regarding it
as a problem.
This, therefore, means that it
would take a significant inflation shock,
which we do not forecast, to cause the
present monetary accommodation to
be withdrawn. We do not envisage any
tightening from the US Fed, at least till
2022-end. This looseness extends to all
of our other monetary policy forecasts.
India and Indonesia will cut rates
further to mid-2022. Other Asian countries are closer to the end of their rate
cutting cycles, but no one will want to
be the first to tighten.

Eric Fishwick (left), chief economist at CLSA, expects India to cut interest rates
further, while Anthony Nafte, the firm’s senior economist, said India will be the
weakest among Asian countries in 2020

What are your projections for India?

Nafte: Pending Q3CY20 GDP data, we
estimate a 13.2 per cent GDP contraction
in CY20 and a rebound to 12.3 per cent
growth in 2021. CPI inflation was at 7.6
per cent YoY in October, which we
expect to fall to 5.3 per cent by March
2021 and to 4 per cent by March 2022.
This corresponds to a fall in average
inflation from 6 per cent in FY21 to 4.2
per cent in FY22. Expect the rupee to
hold at the current 74.5/USD level until
end-December 2020 and forecast a 7.5
per cent depreciation to 80.5/USD by
end-December 2021.
India will be the weakest among
Asian countries in 2020 and we forecast
it to contract at 15 per cent, but the
strongest growth in 2021 forecast to
grow 14.5 per cent.

How do you view India’s decision to
refrain from joining RCEP?

Nafte: Negatively. India will miss out
on the economic benefits. The Peterson
Institute for International Economics
estimates India would have gained $60
billion by joining RCEP. India will eventually recognise the counterproductive
implications of its protectionist policy.
The government has announced a
slew of reforms and stimulus
measures under ‘Atmanirbhar
Bharat’. What’s your view on this?

Nafte: The scheme is appropriate for
boosting employment by giving companies an incentive to hire (or rehire)
workers. The scheme will add to the fiscal burden though, reinforcing the need
to move expeditiously with privatisation.

Thailand Trilateral Highway hit by delays
Indian portion of the project may be completed by 2023, over 2 decades after it was conceptualised
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| Trilateral highway | The project will boost trade
in Myanmar will
and commerce in the
be constructed in
Asean-India Free Trade
2 sections
Area, as well as with the
rest of Southeast Asia
| It will be a four-

The Thailand Trilateral
Highway, a key part of transport diplomacy between India
and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean), is
on track to be delayed. The
highway starts from India and
goes to Thailand via
Myanmar, but its ImphalMoreh portion on the Indian
side is expected to be completed by 2023, over two decades after it was conceptualised. “One of the three
packages is complete while
work on other two is yet to
start. We hope to complete the
Imphal-Moreh portion in twothree years,” an official said.
This portion is funded by the
Asian Development Bank.
The transnational highway
connectivity was envisaged to
enable trade from India to the
Asean countries. The project
assumes significance as 15

lane highway
around 1,360-km
long

| India has also proposed
extending the highway to
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam

Asia-Pacific nations, including China, recently signed the
RCEP, a pact being called one
of the biggest free trade deals
in history. India had opted out
of the RCEP, with an option to
join back later.
The project was planned in
2002 as part of the ‘Look East’
policy. Former Road Secretary
Vijay Chhibber, who was
involved with the transport
project, said: “The project was
first handed over to the
Border Roads Organisation
(BRO), which took almost 10
years to construct 72 bridges.
Later it was awarded to the
NHIDCL (National Highways
& Infrastructure Development
Corporation).” He added the
Myanmar side was also reluctant in signing the road transport agreements for the proposed corridor. The pacts are
to ensure proper documentation and seamless movement
of goods on the highway.
Reviving road infrastruc-

ture becomes essential as the
time taken to move goods via
highways is two-third of the
time taken through the sea.
Experts say the highway
gives India’s northeast region
greater access to the larger
Asean market through
Myanmar. “This will not only
integrate the northeastern
states in terms of trade but
also help them export their
produce to neighbouring
countries with whom India
shares socio-cultural linkages,” said Jagannarayan
Padmanabhan, director transport, CRISIL
Infrastructure Advisory.
The Union government
has also shifted its focus to
enhancing road connectivity
in the northeastern region.
This could possibly provide
seamless highway movement
from Indian hinterland to
Thailand, promoting both
trade and tourist movement,
say experts.

